Press Release – For Immediate Release
Hunter Systems Group Rolls out NIST-Compliant Hunter SmartShot® to Several Cape Cod Police
Departments
The Cutting-Edge, Biometrically-Enabled Hunter SmartShot System Streamlines Mug Shot Capturing
For Consistent Photographs.
Scituate, MA. April 20, 2011. Hunter Systems Group, Inc. today announced that it has added five Cape
Cod towns as customers of its unique mug shot capturing system, Hunter SmartShot. The product,
which has been purchased by 5 Cape Cod municipalities, allows police officers to take perfectly-framed,
consistent mug shot photos without ever handling the camera.
“My officers find it to be very intuitive and easy-to-use and navigate,” says Eastham Police Department
Chief Edward Kulhawik. “[Hunter Smartshot] has been a great addition to our booking process and
department technology.”
This ease of use is important in evidentiary proceedings. In a court of law, slight differences like lighting
and positioning may actually cause a witness to choose or discredit a suspect based on subliminal mug
shot aspects.
The cooperative nature and added benefits of employing SmartShot throughout a region is certainly an
important reason why area police chiefs are expressing increased interest.
“It’s true that this is a beneficial product for a police department to have in its own right, since it serves
the valuable purpose of taking consistent mug shot photos,” states president and CEO Mark Thompson.
“But when several area towns all use the same system, its effectiveness is increased tenfold. “

Hunter SmartShot is in operation at over 40 municipalities across Massachusetts, as well as all of the
State Police barracks. Its latest upgrade even includes the software to take police officer ID photos, as
now required for uniform police officer identification cards pursuant to the recently enacted State law.
Hunter Systems Group, Inc. continues to enhance its existing products like Hunter SmartShot, while also
developing new value-adding law enforcement products. “We are proud to have so many local Cape
Cod towns join our distinguished roster of customers,” says Thompson. “We welcome the chance to
show surrounding towns this exciting tool, too.”
About Hunter Systems Group, Inc.
Based in Scituate, Massachusetts, Hunter Systems Group provides flexible, scalable and necessary tools
to make law enforcement applications more controlled and predictable. Hunter Systems Group’s
software and hardware products and consulting services make targeting, apprehending and processing
criminals more timely and effective than ever before. Hunter Systems Group’s goal is to enhance the
management of its client’s particular organization and improve its effectiveness.
Our staff of law enforcement personnel, software developers and business professionals gives our
clients the comprehensive attention and our products the edge needed to excel in this demanding
marketplace.
Hunter Smartshot® is the trademark of Hunter Systems Group, Inc., in the United States and/or in other
countries. All other brands, products or service names are or may be trademarks, registered trademarks
or service marks of, and used to identify, products or services of their respective owners.
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